A noun is a word that names a person, place, thing or idea.

Directions: Underline the noun or nouns in each sentence below.

Example A: I walked to the market to buy groceries.
Answer: I walked to the **market** to buy **groceries**.

1. She played the guitar for her friends.
2. John went to the baseball game with his friends.
3. The song was played on the radio.
4. The man jumped up and touched the rim.
5. The teacher walked the students to the assembly.
6. The meteor almost hit the planet.
7. We saw the sun rise in the morning.
8. The gym teacher made us run laps.
9. I dribbled the basketball up the court.
10. The soccer ball was kicked over the fence.
11. We walked to the church in the morning.
12. I passed my final exam of the year.
13. Susan likes to play softball in the fall.
14. We read a play in class.
15. The man helped us carry the bags.
Answers:

1. She played the **guitar** for her friends.

2. John went to the baseball **game** with his friends.

3. The **song** was played on the **radio**.

4. The **man** jumped up and touched the **rim**.

5. The **teacher** walked the **students** to the **assembly**.

6. The **meteor** almost hit the **planet**.

7. We saw the **sun** rise in the **morning**.

8. The gym **teacher** made us run **laps**.

9. I dribbled the **basketball** up the **court**.

10. The soccer **ball** was kicked over the **fence**.

11. We walked to the **church** in the morning.

12. I passed my final **exam** of the **year**.

13. Susan likes to play **softball** in the **fall**.

14. We read a **play** in **class**.

15. The **man** helped us carry the **bags**.
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